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Andrew Cuerden
& Viktoriya Wilton
Ballroom and Latin dancers

Andrew Cuerden is a former International Championship dancer and BBC Strictly Come Dancing professional. Andrew
competed from the age of 12 in South Africa and then completing his competitive dancing career in the UK at the age of 31
after representing England and Finland in championships around the world. Andrew achieved 4th place in the Amateur UK
competitive rankings and 24th place in the Professional World Latin American competition rankings and then starred as a
professional dancer on BBC’s “Strictly Come Dancing” in 2005, with professional partner Hanna Haarala.
Andrew’s involvement in “Strictly Come Dancing” created many opportunities one of which was becoming a cast member of
Brendan Cole’s “Live & Unjudged” UK theatre tour, a role that he reprised for four consecutive years with Hanna Haarala. At
the same time performing and teaching on cruise ships around the world. July 2012 saw Andrew forming a new professional
dance partnership with Viktoriya Wilton, together they create a formidable dance partnership offering top quality shows,
teaching and adjudicating.
Viktoriya started dancing at the age of 5 and was Junior 10 Dance Champion of Ukrainian. During her university years she
achieved 4th place in Ukrainian National Competitive Aerobic Finals. Viktoriya now runs a very successful dance school in
London where she coaches many students of all levels as well as choreographing and training amateur performance teams.
Andrew and Viktoriya’s Ballroom and Latin American dance show “Strictly Sensational” is a highly professional performance
that is full of emotional and athletic artistry. A show that will entertain an audience of any age and gender. Andrew and
Viktoriya do not just demonstrate great skill but enjoy telling a story through their performance. “Strictly Sensational” will
warm hearts, inspire minds and move feet! The show within reason can be tailored to cater for a variety of events with
regards duration, content and dance space. Andrew and Viktoriya are also happy to teach a fun dance class to help get the
party started on the dance floor.
Prices & Notes
Price: £POA
Performance: 20 – 25 minute routine (usually 4 dances)
Stage or dance floor area: ideally 26ft wide x 26ft deep, however can perform in 18ft wide x 18ft deep, (the floor surface must be a
professional dance floor)
Sound Requirements: A good quality recognised sound system, 1 x radio microphone , CD player and a sound operator. Firebird can
provide this if required from £POA
Optional Lighting: Controllable stage lighting - usually set to a general stage wash (blue/green/red/white) Firebird can provide this if
required from £POA
Video CLICK HERE
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We always strive to exceed customers’ expectations through our consistent attention to detail and unrivalled dedication to excellence.
We have over 15 years of experience in both private and corporate events.
We listen to your objectives and incorporate these whilst aspiring to the very highest of standards.
We have worked with many of Europe’s largest corporations including Ferrari, IBM, British Airways, Toshiba, Coca Cola and AXA Life.
Most importantly, our staff are selected not only for their ability but for their professionalism and friendly manner. Everyone will make an extra effort to ensure that your event is just perfect.
Firebird Events are covered by a minimum of £1 million Public Liability Insurance
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All prices are subject to VAT at the current rate.
All prices where an event set up fee is stated are subject to the relevant per head fee on top.
All prices are subject to availability.
Full payment will be due 30 days prior to event date (unless a credit account has been agreed in advance)
Some services / items may be subject to minimum order fee.
Costs may be subject to a credit card surcharge.
Prices may be subject to travel and accommodation charges.
Our operators may require hot food and soft drinks throughout the event.

